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PLT Title 

Shared Inquiry In Second Grade 

 
Blurb for PLT Conference Brochure 

 
      This year, the Winn Brook second grade teachers implemented the Junior Great Books program. Come learn about 
the way we organized materials and planned structured, daily lessons to strengthen student's ability to use evidence 
from the text in their writing. 
Target Audience:  Grades 2-4 
 
 

Contact Information (Write * next to facilitator’s name.) 

Name School Grade Level or Subject 

Robin Morrison * Winn Brook Grade Two 

Lauren Hamel Winn Brook Grade Two 

Stephanie LaVigne Winn Brook Grade Two 

Meghan McGovern Winn Brook Grade Two 

   
 

PLT SMART Goal  

 
Students will increase their use of evidence from the text to support their thinking in writing. 

 
This PLT Goal is also  
__  A Professional Practice Goal 

X    A Student Learning Goal 

__  Neither 
 

Key Actions 

 
1. Prepare materials for Shared Inquiry, using the Starting Off Strong teachers manual and student books.  This 

will include use of seating chart for recording student responses and preparing materials for student written 

responses.                                                                                                                                                                                

We worked as a team to update Starting Off Strong materials and SmartBoard files to use in Second Grade 

classrooms. We created a classroom seating chart to use to record student discussion responses. 

2.  Using a rubric, teachers will score the written responses from the first story. Teachers will also gain skill in 

using the seating chart for keeping records of discussions.                                                                                            

We developed a rubric to score the written responses from each Shared Inquiry story. We used the prepared 

seating chart to record student participation in two discussions. We scored the written responses from the 

first story using the developed rubric. Scoring these responses helped inform our next steps and instruction.  

3.   Teachers will create a schedule for teaching shared inquiry stories throughout the school year and continue to 

develop materials (such as visuals, SmartNotebook slides) to be used in lesson.                                                                           

We created a schedule of Shared Inquiry stories to be used across the grade level. We have developed and 

updated student response journals, SmartNotebook slides, and written response sheets to be used with each 

story. 

4.   Teachers will introduce students to at least 5 stories using the shared inquiry process during the school year. 



Using the rubric implemented in the beginning, teachers will “score” student responses and chart increase use 

of evidence from the text.                                                                                                                                                    

We completed the Starting Off Strong lessons as well as five stories. We have also met as a team to discuss 

the value of scoring the rubrics. After scoring the first rubric, we felt that increased support and scaffolding 

was needed for the written responses. We refocused our goal to support student learning outcomes.  

 
Findings  

 
  To implement the shared inquiry process and utilize the material from the Junior Great Books Program, we first 
consulted files available in the “Shared Data” folders.  Documents and Smart Notebook files were identified and 
became a starting point for our structure.   We wanted to increase our student’s use of finding evidence in the text, 
so we worked together to create a rubric.  From there, we created a “written response” sheet to be used at the end 
of each story.  Using the JGB manual, we typed the two questions on the sheet to allow students a choice in 
response. 
 
During the course of our study, we realized the importance of providing additional scaffolding for the written piece. 
We added more support by choosing only one question that they would respond to, providing sentence starters, then 
finally providing actual sentence frames. Of course this also changed our interpretation of the rubric since students 
were offered additional support.  
 
 

 
Recommendations / Next Steps  

 
Our findings demonstrated that our students could successfully cite evidence from the text when provided with 
scaffolding.  We determined that next year we will start implementing Junior Great Books using the scaffolding we 
ended the year with, essentially administering the written supports in reverse.  We are very happy with our findings 
in that we have developed a structure, created materials and will be able to better use the gradual release model of 
offering more support and gradually increasing the expectation of independence. We are looking forward to sharing 
and implementing shared inquiry next year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


